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New care home Telecare system to 

be launched at TSA conference  
Finnish market leader brings wireless system to the UK 
for the first time 
 
Everon, the market leading care home alarm system in 
Finland, will become available to UK customers from next 
week. The system, which in little over a year has gone from 
launch to number one in the Finnish market, will be 
launched at the National Telecare & Telehealth Conference 
at the London Hilton Metropole on Monday the 16

th
 

November. 
 
The Everon system’s popularity has been due to the 
winning combination of a totally wireless GPRS and RF 
based alarm system that is at the same time, continuously 
monitored. Everon’s combination of monitored reliability with 
a cost effective, minimal installation system has led to over 
4,000 care home residents using the system in Finland. A 
key advantage for UK buyers is the ability of Everon to be 
easily deployed only for selective residents in each care home whereby a resident with particular 
needs, such as dementia, can create an alarm if they try to exit, leaving other residents to roam 
freely. Additional sensors and devices can be added to the system simply at the press of a button 
and many are battery powered. The Everon system also contains a full web based alarm 
management system that can direct alarms based on alarm type, alarm id and time to an alarm 
routing of recipient’s mobile phones, it even senses that the mobile has been answered before 
confirming receipt of the alarm and then allows the user to dial back into the site to monitor and 
remotely control the situation. 
 
Everon will also be demonstrating the Everon Vega GPS 
bracelet for Alzheimer and other cognitive disorders. The 
system, which has been purpose built for this market, is now 
available to councils on a rental basis with costs per user 
ranging from just over £1 per day.  
 
Mark Johnson, director of Everon UK commented, “We are 
really excited about bringing the Everon system to the UK. 
The success in Finland has been remarkable and we are 
confident we will repeat this here now it is available to UK 
buyers. With Everon and Vega we think we are going to have 
a busy conference showing people both systems.” 
 
For more info on Everon and Vega please visit www.everon.net 
 
 
Enquiries regarding Vega, Urgentys or Everon should be directed to email 
mark.johnson@everon.net or telephone +44 7896 413868 or +44 8453 712850 
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Everon™ is a totally wireless IP based system that is used in health care applications like nurse calls and 
personal safety. The secured system is based on a patented method and a server structure that constantly 
monitors that all devices are connected. The alerts can be delivered to normal GSM phones by calls and text 
messages and the system makes sure that all activations are transferred correctly. The Everon system is 
the most flexible and economical solution to various needs within health care and other applications as it 
requires no subscriptions or cabling. 
 

 
 


